Old drilling and clamping jigs (no longer used).

Parts and materials for making and installing color-coded key labels with ratios.

Labels consist of three parts: (1) Formica base.
(2) Colored labels with ratio numbers.
(3) Clear Lexan shield with custom industrial scratch-resistant coating.
Lexan adhesive: Airless mixing syringe for Devcon 2-ton clear epoxy cartridge #14260.

*Leveling adhesive for key labels (not in box):*
For white keys: Momentive RTV102-12C RTV Silicone Adhesive Sealant, White. (Formerly made by GE.)
For black keys: Momentive RTV103-12C RTV Silicone Adhesive Sealant, Black. (Formerly made by GE.)
Spare Kawai hammer butts: Catalog Part No. 33-310, Stamp No. E1023, with 0.25 in. holes; no longer in production.

Spare Kawai 0.25 in. hammer shanks; no longer in production.

Defective hammer butts that can be used for spare parts.

Purchased through the Ronsen Piano Hammer Co., Inc., 3 extra German Wurzen Felt hammers from a full set installed in 2007. These hammers produce a rich and warm timbre.

Kawai Hammer Butt, Whippen, and Damper Machine Screws. Metric Size: M4.5 x 0.75. Obsolete. Impossible to find!

2 hammer center marking jigs and hammer center labels used on custom hammer installation jig.
Hammer Butts: Catalog Part No. 33-310, Stamp No. E1023; no longer in production.

Hammer butts with flush-sanded/undrilled hammer shank holes from rejected Renner hammer installation.
Color-coded vinyl key labels (by Copycode Vinyl) and custom black formica cutting surface.

White (matched to white keys)
Black (matched to black keys)
Pantone Green C
Pantone Red 185
Pantone Dark Blue
Pantone Process Cyan C
Pantone Green C
Pantone Process Yellow C
Pantone Brown 470C
Just Keys (5)

Kawai Model No. CE-7, Serial No. K1129886

Röslau piano music wire.